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Behavioral Risk Management 2016-01-11 the psychological dimension of managing
risk is of crucial importance and its study has led to the identification of
specific do s and don ts those with an understanding of the psychology
underlying risk and the skills to recognize its manifestation in practice
have the opportunity to develop frameworks that embody the do s and don ts
thereby producing sound judgments and good decisions those lacking the
understanding and the skills are destined to be more hit and miss in their
approach to risk management doing the don ts and not doing the do s virtually
every major risk management catastrophe in the last fifteen years has
psychological pitfalls at its root the list of catastrophes includes the 2008
bankruptcy of lehman brothers and subsequent global financial crisis the 2010
explosion at bp s macondo well in the gulf of mexico and the 2011 nuclear
meltdown at the fukushima daiichi power plant a critical lesson from
psychological studies for those involved in risk management is that people s
judgments and decisions about risk vary with type of circumstance in
behavioral risk management readers will learn that there are specific actions
that organizations can undertake to incorporate understanding recognition and
behavioral interventions into the practice of risk management there are many
examples throughout the book that illustrate doing the don ts the chapters in
the first part of the book introduce the main ideas and the chapters in the
latter part provide insight into how to apply those ideas to the practical
world in which risk managers operate
Influence Operations in Cyberspace and the Applicability of International Law
2023-07-01 this enlightening book examines the use of online influence
operations by foreign actors and the extent to which these violate
international law it looks at key recent examples such as the 2016 uk eu



referendum the 2016 american presidential election and the 2017 french
presidential election the book analyses the core elements of interventions
and sovereignty and the extent to which these elements were violated in the
three central case studies
Understanding Commanders' Information Needs for Influence Operations
2009-11-11 documents a study whose goals were to develop an understanding of
commanders information requirements for cultural and other soft factors in
order to improve the effectiveness of combined arms operations and to develop
practical ways for commanders to integrate information and influence
operations activities into combined arms planning assessment in order to
increase the usefulness to ground commanders of such operations
Political Influence Operations 2018-03-05 between overt diplomacy and armed
conflict is a more subtle game of policy influence nation states and non
state actors use a variety of means to encourage preferred decisions by the u
s government this book moves beyond sensationalist accounts of foreign
influence over u s policy making to address a growing issue in security and
intelligence
The Influence Of British Operational Intelligence On The War At Sea In The
Mediterranean June 1940 - November 1942 2014-08-15 intelligence derived from
a number of sources primarily the decryption of high level german and italian
communications provided british forces in the mediterranean with
extraordinary insights into axis naval operations this level of intelligence
was instrumental to the success of british forces during most of the decisive
points during the naval war in the mediterranean and indirectly had great
influence on the ground war in north africa many of the hallmarks of the
nature in which operational intelligence was used retains relevance for today



s operational commander these include use of intelligence to identify and
attack enemy centers of gravity the importance of incorporating intelligence
into the planning process use of intelligence as a force multiplier but not
as a force substitute and the dissemination and handling of sensitive
intelligence
Foundations of Effective Influence Operations 2009 the authors aim to assist
the u s army in understanding oc influence operations oco capabilities that
may allow the united states to effectively influence the attitudes and
behavior of particular foreign audiences while minimizing or avoiding combat
the book identifies approaches methodologies and tools that may be useful in
planning executing and assessing influence operations
Foundations of Effective Influence Operations 2009 the authors aim to assist
the u s army in understanding influence operations capabilities that may
allow the united states to effectively influence the attitudes and behavior
of particular foreign audiences while minimizing or avoiding combat the book
identifies approaches methodologies and tools that may be useful in planning
executing and assessing influence operations
Influence and Escalation 2022-01-12 technology enabled influence operations
including disinformation will likely figure prominently in adversary efforts
to impede u s crisis response and alliance management in high risk high
impact scenarios under a nuclear shadow both russia and china recognize their
conventional military disadvantage vis à vis conflict with the united states
as a result both nations use sub conventional tactics and operations to
support their preferred strategies for achieving favorable outcomes while
attempting to limit escalation risks such strategies include an array of
activities loosely identified as influence operations focused on using and



manipulating information in covert deniable or obscure ways to shape the
strategic environment this report presents eight scenarios four focused on
russia and four focused on china that invite potential escalation risks and
demonstrate how the tools and tactics of influence operations could be
employed to challenge detection response and crisis management it explores a
range of potential escalatory pathways and destabilizing consequences if
adversary influence operations engage strategic interests and targets in high
risk scenarios and identifies key takeaways and recommendations for
policymakers to better identify and defend against adversary influence
operations
The Russian Federation in Global Knowledge Warfare 2021-07-24 this book
examines russian influence operations globally in europe and in russia s
neighboring countries and provides a comprehensive overview of the latest
technologies and forms of strategic communication employed in hybrid warfare
given the growing importance of comprehensive information warfare as a new
and rapidly advancing type of international conflict in which knowledge is a
primary target the book examines russia s role in global knowledge warfare
the content is divided into three parts the first of which addresses
conceptual issues such as the logic of information warfare the role of
synthetic media and russia s foreign policy concepts including the impact of
the covid 19 pandemic on influence operations the second part analyzes
technological legal and strategic challenges in modern hybrid warfare while
the third focuses on textual cultural and historical patterns in information
warfare also from various regional e g the western balkans romania ukraine
and the baltic perspectives the book is primarily intended for scholars in
the fields of international relations security and the military sciences who



are interested in russian foreign policy and influence operations but also
their impact on the global security environment
Influencing Customer Demand 2021-07-21 in today s competitive markets
considering the demand and the supply chain sides is crucial to keeping
revenue and customer satisfaction maximized managing and planning demand play
a vital role in the sustainability of a company this is the first book to the
discuss managerial mathematical and conceptual framework of influencing
factors on demand along with accurate mathematical analyses to evaluate and
raise revenue the book provides an understanding of the key elements that
impact buyer demand it presents the mathematical relationship between the
influencing factors and the demand functions it discusses the methods used
for inspiring demand how to measure demand dependency on components such as
price quality and inventory and it helps management improve alignment between
supply and demand by affecting the level and understanding of the role within
supply chain management scm this book is applicable for the professional as
well as for academia it can help those working in scm project management
production inventory control scheduling engineering management retail
management and operations management
A Treatise on the Construction and Operation of Wood-working Machines 1872
powerful tools for using operations metrics to analyze companies in ways that
go beyond traditional financial models and statements investors and analysts
often need to look into a firm s operations more deeply than traditional
financial statements and models allow this book describes newly developed
tools for using operations metrics to discern and influence the valuation of
a firm it is the first to present these techniques from a unified perspective
that of operations forensics which looks at operations management not from



the traditional point of view of a manager but from that of an investor or
shareholder after a discussion of financial statements and the useful but
incomplete insights they provide the book covers the three components of
operations forensics operational indicators operations details that can
predict future performance operational due diligence methods for verifying
companies claims about operational excellence and valuing their operational
assets and operational turnaround an innovative approach to buyout and
turnaround strategies the text also offers brief reviews of operations
management concepts real world examples of operations forensics and a
glossary the mathematical material gradually increases in sophistication as
the book progresses but can be skipped without loss of continuity each
chapter concludes with a takeaways and toolkit section a brief summary of
prior research and suggestions for further reading operations forensics
offers powerful tools and frameworks for financial analysts private equity
firms managers and consultants this book provides a valuable resource for mba
students and practitioners downloadable supplementary material for
instructors incudes figures form the text and 42 slides that can be used for
class presentations
Operations Forensics 2013-03-01 revised and updated this second edition
discusses first line supervisors management principles from a general
management perspective covering a variety of topics including fairness
business culture leadership and planning the book acknowledges that all
levels of management must be part of a strategic framework but that
responsibilities differ at various levels employment relations as well as
some contemporary issues that influence operational managers are also
discussed



Operational and Technical Requirements Influencing the Shape of Agricultural
Tractors 1960 paddock also includes new sections on american psychological
warfare in the pacific the army rangers the 1st special service force and
american led guerrillas in the philippines book jacket
Operational Foundation of Strategic Investment Decision Making 1993 bringing
together a team of cutting edge researchers based in hong kong taiwan and
indo pacific countries this book focuses on the tug of war between china s
influence and forces of resistance in hong kong taiwan and selected countries
in its surrounding jurisdictions china s influence has met growing defiance
from citizens in hong kong and taiwan who fear the extinction of their valued
local identities however the book shows that resistance to china s influence
is a global phenomenon varying in motivation and intensity from region to
region and country to country depending on the forms of china s influence and
the balances of forces in each society the book also advances a concentric
center periphery framework for comparing different forms of extra
jurisdictional chinese influence mechanisms ranging from economic military
and diplomatic influences to united front operations this book will be of key
interest to scholars and students of comparative politics international
relations geopolitics chinese politics hong kong china relations taiwan and
asian politics
The Co-operative News 1891 the last 2 3 years have seen an explosion in
interest in the application of influence as a tool for achieving military
objectives this is not new the military have always sought to exert influence
albeit at times unwittingly however two significant events have brought the
issue to further prominence the publication of jdp3 401 and the deployment of
52 brigade to helmand province in 2007 8 this article does not intend to



debate either in any detail a quick search of inter and intra nets will
provide plenty of information for the curious reader but there are two issues
worthy of slightly more discussion the first concerns 52 brigade s deployment
when brigadier andrew mackay led 52 brigade to helmand province he did so
having examined previous kinetic based deployments and concluded that these
for various reasons had not achieved the effects that he envisaged for his
mission for him the consent of the population was utterly key and would not
nor could it be achieved by hard power alone or even with hard power primacy
as he developed his operational design he felt frustrated that existing
doctrine did not adequately prepare him to operate within the influence arena
the second is that andrew mackay subsequently became one of the driving
forces behind jdp3 40 and in particular the forceful articulation of the
centrality of influence however the how to do it guidance still lags behind
the emphasis on and enthusiasm for its use the land warfare centre s recent
classified publication the influence handbook is a very definite step in the
right direction and yet in our view it still leaves questions unanswered it
is all very well to state a requirement but when it is not matched by a
detailed how it becomes not a challenge but a burden in behavioural conflict
from general to strategic corporal mackay and tatham explained how 52 brigade
looked outside of the military staff and education environments for at that
time in neither was the how articulated mackay s search took in behavioural
economics and group psychology and in doing so he found himself finding
answers in books such as the age of the unthinkable nudge and predictably
irrational none of which currently feature in the chief of defence staff s
recommended reading list at the staff colleges whilst such research is
commendable it was also arguably indicative of a failure of military



education nor does it seem reasonable that commanders should have to be
hunter gatherers of strategic thinking but should instead have resources
readily on tap to assist them today the landscape is different and the
influence handbook fills many of the gaps that once existed but not all this
paper seeks to provide greater clarity in two key areas target audience
analysis taa and measurements of effectiveness moe
The Old Guard 1869 today we will examine issues related to the chinese
government s propaganda directed at foreign audiences its alleged efforts to
exert influence over u s institutions and u s public opinion and its
espionage and cyber espionage activities directed against the united states
we re going to be talking about things that all governments do in one form or
another governments seek to influence public opinion that of their own people
and that of others governments apparently like to be loved as much as people
like to be loved what we are trying to understand today is how the chinese do
it what tactics they employ and to some extent what the results are
INFLUENCE AND ESCALATION: Implications of Russian and Chinese Influence
Operations for Crisis Management 2022 by combining a friendly style with
authoritative content and a wide range of practical examples this book has
proved an ideal key text for a wide variety of undergraduate courses stuart
wall anglia polytechnic universitydr tim hannagan has worked in sales and
general management for companies in the uk and abroad he has worked in both
the public and private sectors and in further and higher education including
more than ten years as principal and chief executive of a further education
corporation pearsoned co uk
North American Journal of Homoeopathy 1874
Military Review 2012-02
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